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e have been
pouring foun-
dations pretty
much the same

way that our grandfathers taught
us: Build the forms for the foot-
ings; pour the concrete; strip the
forms. Build the forms for the
foundation; pour the concrete;
strip the forms again.

This time-tested approach to
footing and foundation con-
struction works fine for big jobs,
but it’s not the best way to tackle
a small job. You pay a pretty stiff
upcharge when you order a short
load of concrete (less than 4 cu.
yd.), and small projects usually
call for short loads. Pouring the
footing and foundation at the
same time can convert two short
loads into one regular load.

When pouring footings and
foundation walls separately,
there’s a built-in safety net: If the
footings aren’t perfectly square,
you can correct mistakes when
you form the walls. Not so with
a monolithic pour; you need to be
more careful when laying out
and setting up the forms.

Batterboards guide stringlines,
which in turn guide the place-
ment of the footings. Specialized
metal straps and brackets posi-
tion the wall forms on the foot-
ings (drawing facing page).

Build forms to 
disassemble easily
Another important thing to 
remember when building forms

BY JIM BLODGETT

Footing and Foundation in

Locating the forms for this 
L-shaped foundation wall can
be done by stringing lines be-
tween batterboards and the
walls of the house.

Set the long string by mea-
suring equally off the house at
two points. Then set the
shorter string square to the
house by applying the 3-4-5
triangle rule. A triangle with
these side lengths contains a
90° corner. Because the
strings are for reference, they
don’t have to be at any par-
ticular height, but they should
be level.

Some people establish a 
level grade line inside the
foundation forms and pour to
the line, but setting the top of
the form to the finished
height of the wall makes the
whole process easier.

One Pour
For small projects, you can save time and money 

if you form and pour everything at once 

BATTERBOARDS 
AND STRINGS 
ALIGN THE FORMS
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STRAPS AND
BRACKETS
SUPPORT THE
WALL  FORMS 
The metal straps are nailed
across the footings, and then
the bracket locations are set
by plumbing down from the
stringlines (photo above).
Don’t cap off the footing
because pressure from the
concrete will lift it out of
the ground. Instead, pour
the wall in lifts.

3⁄4-in. plywood gusset

8d duplex
nails

Drywall nails

To reinforce concrete
against tensile, shear,
and compressive forces,
use #4 rebar.

Undisturbed
ground

12 in.

6 in.

Lashing vertical to
horizontal rebar, as shown
above, is stronger than
diagonal wrapping when
the rebar is subjected to
hundreds of pounds of
concrete.

Fasten the new foundation
to the old by drilling 4-in. 
to 6-in. holes and gluing 
the rebar ends in place 
with epoxy.

Footing straps have prepunched
holes for different-width footings.
Wall brackets allow some wiggle
room in locating the walls. The
straps and brackets cost about $1
each (www.awardmetals.com; 
800-228-3676).

Two-by-four
braces are
called walers.

Stripping the forms is easier if
you use two formboards
fastened with a gusset.

1x4 stake

Footing strap

Wall bracket

2x8 footing form

A better knot

Epoxy anchors 
the rebar

Specialized hardware 
makes it easy
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is that you will have to strip them. Poorly thought-out joints can make
stripping forms a nightmare.

Forms with outside corners generally are easy to strip because pres-
sure from the concrete tends to push the joints apart. Inside corners,
however, are pushed together. When building forms, I follow a 
couple of simple rules for inside corners. If a formboard butts existing
concrete (the house’s foundation), I butt the opposite end into wood
by reversing the lap of the corner; and I use two short boards joined
with a plywood bracket instead of one long board.

Keep concrete where it belongs: in the forms
If placing forms accurately is one difficulty encountered in a mono-
lithic pour, keeping the concrete in the forms is another. 

On small jobs, space is usually tight. Getting concrete to the forms
may require a pumper or a wheelbarrow. But even distributing con-
crete within the forms can be tricky on a tight lot. If you don’t have
room to dump the wheelbarrow every couple of feet along the forms,
an electric vibrator can be helpful. I rent an electric vibrator to move
concrete within the forms and to reduce air and rock pockets (honey-

TIGHT 
CORNERS
ARE EASY
TO BEND

Buggy-pouring is 
easier with a helper.
A strategically placed
helper with a splash
board gets the mud
inside the forms with
fewer spills. If you
can’t persuade your
daughter to help you,
brace and nail the
splash board in place.

Clean the forms while
the concrete is wet.
Stripping goes more
quickly if you don’t
have to chip away
hardened concrete to
find the nails. Another
way to make stripping
easy is to use two
short boards rather
than one long board
when building the
forms. This reduces
the effect of pressure
exerted by concrete
on the inside-corner
joints. 

Using two lengths
of black pipe, the
author gets excel-
lent results with-
out an expensive
rebar bender.

Slide the second pipe over. Bend to the desired angle.

Put one pipe’s open-
ing at a corner.

Voilà!



combing). The vibrator is a wonderful tool, but it has drawbacks; specif-
ically, vibration adds pressure to the forms, notably at the bottom and
on corners, which can cause the forms to break. Anyone who has poured
concrete has learned about this hydrostatic pressure the hard way. 

In monolithic pours, you have the additional challenge of control-
ling a lavalike mudflow from the open top of the footing. You can’t
contain the concrete by sealing this opening, so don’t try. The same
hydraulic pressure that lifts concrete over the top of the form can lift
sealed forms out of the ground—stakes and all—leaving you with a
monolithic mess. 

The key step is keeping an eye on the opening while you pour and
vibrate. If concrete starts to ooze over the top of the footing, move to
another spot and let the concrete stiffen before you add more weight
on top of it. When you come back to it, vibrate the two pours together
enough to ensure a good joint, but not enough to lift the forms.

For more information on foundations for additions, see FHB # 145,
p. 76, or visit www.finehomebuilding.com. �

Jim Blodgett (www.asmallwoodworkingcompany.com) lives in
Roy, Wash. Photos by Hugh Lentz.

A VIBRATOR
STRENGTHENS 
AND SMOOTHS
CONCRETE

To get a smooth finish on a
concrete wall, I vibrate the
concrete as I pour it. Vibration
also adds strength because it 
removes air pockets and eliminates the
cold joints between successive pours. I use a
series of plunges into the concrete instead 
of constant vibration, which would create 
too much pressure on the forms and make
the concrete soupy. At $40 a day, a 
3⁄4-in.-dia. vibrator is worth renting.

Outside corners strip
easily. The pressure
of the concrete doesn’t
act to tighten the
joints in the form-
boards on outside 
corners as it does on
inside corners. When
stripping outside cor-
ners, the author starts
at one end and works
his way to the other.
Inside corners should
be formed so that a
central section can be
pulled away and strip-
ping can proceed in
both directions.


